**Clinician in Equine Internal Medicine**

The equine hospital at ENVT-National Veterinary School of Toulouse is seeking an equine internal medicine specialist to start September 1st, 2019. Come and join a new, young and dynamic team with the aim of developing the service. Our caseload should rapidly grow and comprises mostly sport- and pleasure horses.

Responsibilities include sharing the daytime medical service and emergency coverage during nights and weekends, teaching to the students in equine rotation, as well as interns and junior clinicians. You must be comfortable with all aspects of emergencies.

You will appreciate a green campus within the “Pink City” and enjoy a rich and varied community life. Easily accessible, Toulouse combines a city of knowledge with University and Research, a strong economy, a dynamic industry in innovation and high technology, an Art de Vivre and a well-known conviviality, and the proximity with the sea and the mountains at the same time.

The candidate should be ECEIM or ACVIM Diplomate or have completed an equine internal medicine residency. Time for Board exam preparation can be discussed if necessary. Salary will commensurate with experience. Basic French language or willingness to become rapidly fluent is mandatory.

Please submit written applications (CV, letter of intent and contact details of 3 references) to mc.cadiergues@envt.fr

Review of applications will continue until the position is filled.

Prof Marie-Christine CADIERGUES

*Interim Head of Small Animals and Equine Department*

ENVT
23, chemin des Capelles
31076 TOULOUSE cedex 3
FRANCE